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ABSTRACT:
The High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) Subsystem was declared inoperable at 2200 hours I
on 031997 when the HPCI Gland Seal Condenser Exhauster (GSCE) control switch was placed in I

the pull-to-lock (PTL) control position by the Unit One Nuclear Station Operator. The
GSCE was placed in PTL due to a concern with the power feed cable to the exhauster. Cable
damage had been noted to a cable believed to provide power to the GSCE. At 2315 hours on
031997 it was determined that the damaged cable had been abandoned and the GSCE was placed
back into the automatic control mcde making the HPCI subsystem operable. An Emergency
Notification System (ENS) call was made at 2346 hours due to the HPCI subsystem
inoperability.

The following actions contributed to this event: (1) The damaged cable had been improperly
abandoned and (2) a previous Problem Identification Form (PIF) did not properly correct
this problem, i

Corrective actions for this event include: (1) updating the plant design documents to
properly reflect the status of this abandoned cable; (2) laoeling this abandoned cable at
each accessible location along its route and (3) reviewing and revising as necessary the
Abandoned Equipment Procedure.

There was no effect on the public or the control room personnel due to this eWnt and the
safety consequences were minimal.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:4

! General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 MWt rated core thermal power.
'

. EVENT IDENTIFICATION: The High Pressure Coolant Injection Subsystem was Made Inoperable to' Protect Equipment Due to Uncertainties Related to an Abandoned Powe- . eed Cable, Which Had .

*

B en Inappropriately Abandoned. '

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT

Unit: One Event Date: 031997 Event Time: 2200
,

Reactor Mode: 1 Mode Name: POWER OPERATION Power Level: 80% !
I

POWER OPERATION Mode (1): Mode switch in the RUN position with average reactor |
'

coolant temperature at any temperature.

B. EVENT DESCRIPTION:
'

On 031997 while performing a walkdown in the Unit 1 High Pressure Coolant Injection
(HPCI)[BJ) Subsystem Room, Station Support Engineering (SSE) personnel identified a
damaged cable in the riser section of a cable tray. SSE initiated Problem

)Identification Form (PIF) #97-0965 and submitted it to the Shift Engineer (SE). '

After a review of PIF #97-0965, the SE sent Electrical Maintenance (EM) personnel out
to identify the damaged cable.

,

!'

The EM's hand traced the damaged cable from the riser section of the cable tray to a iwall penetration where the cable was identified as cable number #13975. Cable #13975 |
was identified on cable tabulation drawing 4E-1904H as the feed cable for the HPCI
Gland Seal Condenser Exhauster (GSCE)[DGS]. The EM's proceeded to 250 Volt Direct
Current (VDC) Motor Control Center (MCC) 1A, Compartment C02 and verified that cable 1

#13975 was in fact terminated as indicated on the cable tabulation drawings. Due to
the possibility of further cable damage, the SE had the HPCI GSCE control switch
placed in the Pull-to Lock (PTL) position at 2200 hours to prevent inadvertent
actuation. When the control switch was placed in PTL, the HPCI system was declared
inoperable, an Emergency Notification System phone call was placed at 2346 hours and
the unit entered a 14 day Limiting Condition of Operation (LCO) per Technical
Specification 3.5.A.3.

The EM's continued tracing cable #13975 to the first junction box back from the HPCI
GSCE, where they found the damaged cable cut, taped and labeled as abandoned. It was
determined that there were duplicate cables for cable #13975. One cable was in good
condition and terminated as indicated on the cable tabulation drawing. The other
cable, which was the damaged cable, had been cut, taped and labeled as abandoned,
however it did not have it's installation status reflected on the cable tabulation
drawings. At 2315 hours, after determining the damaged cable status as abandoned,
the HPCI GSCE switch was placed in automatic control position and the HPCI subsystem '

was declared operable.
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C. APPARENT CAUSE OF THE EVENT:

! The apparent cause of this event is a failure to properly abandon cable #13975 prior
to 1988. According to maintenance history, this cable was abandoned some time before
November 1988. When the cable was abandoned, a new cable was pulled for the purpose
of feeding the HPCI GSCE. This new cable was given the same cable number as the
damaged cable which was being abandoned in place. The electrical prints were not>

updated to reflect this change and both the old damaged cable (which was being
abandoned) and the new GSCE power feed cable were given the same number. This led to
the confusion on March 19, 1997.

| A contributing cause to this event was that a previously written PIF (PIF #94-2828) '

. had been dispositioned improperly. This PIF was written on 111194 due to identified
; damage to the same cable. An issue screening was performed which determined that

this cable was abandoned and there was no operability concern. The PIF was then,

; closed out without taking corrective actions to update the plant design documents.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT: ).

! The consequences of this event are considered minimal. There was no effect on the |public or the control room personnel due to this event. '

.

The Unit 1 HPCI subsystem was available to start automatically during the 75 minutes
i

| that the GSCE control switch was in Pll. Had a design basis accident occurred while !

this switch was in PTL, HPCI would have started and refilled the reactor vessel as
'

designed.
i

The GSCE normally removes non-condensables from the Gland Condenser and maintains a
j slight negative pressure on the HPCI turbine seals. Without the GSCC running, steam

would have begun leaking out of the HPCI turbine seals and the stop and control valve
stems. This leakage would have added to the heat load in the HPCI room eventually
causing the subsystem to isolate on High Area Temperature at 155 degrees Fahrenheit
(F). A previous calculation performed by Nuclear Fuel Services Department shows that*

the HPCI subsystem would remain operable for at least 13 minutes after initiation
with a GSC failure. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis for small liquid break
accidents show that the reactor would depressurize to allow for effective low
pressure Emergency Core Cooling Subsystem (ECCS) operation within about 10 minutes.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume for a small break accident the HPCI subsystem
would have fulfilled it's design function even with the GSCE in PTL. If the HPCI
subsystem had been needed to slowly cooldown the reactor or for reactor coolant

4

inventory control during a steamline break accident, the HPCI Subsystem would !potentially not have been available.

,
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Even if the HPCI Subsystem had not been able to operate for the required amount of
time, the Automatic Depressurization (ADS)[RV) and the Low Pressure Coolant Injection
(LPCI)[B0] subsystems were operable during this event and would also have provided
protection for the fuel in the event of a LOCA.

E. CORRECfIVE ACTIONS:

Corrective Actions Completed:

!

1. The damaged cable was identified as abandoned and the HPCI GSCE was restored to
an operable status.

2. The cable was also labeled as abandoned at the cable tray in the HPCI room. |

|
Corrective Actions to be Completed !

;

1. Update the plant design documents to reflect the status of this abandoned cable :

(Design Eng., NTS #2541809700501). This will be completed by 080197. |
2. Label this cable as abandoned at all accessible locations along its route (0ps.,

NTS #2541809700502). This will be completed by 081597. !
1

3. QCAP 0460-06, Abandoned Equipment Procedure, will be reviewed to ensure that the ;

proper requirements are in place ta ensure drawing updates, cable numbering !
updates and labeling of abandoned cables (Design Eng., NTS #2541809700503). This
will be completed by 080197.

F. PREVIOUS EVENTS: |

1. PIF #94-2828 identifies the same concern with the subject cable as this Licensee
Event Report (LER). An issue screening was performed which determined that the i

cable was abandoned and no further corrective actions were taken under this PIF.
The HPCI subsystem was never made inoperable while addressing this PIF.

A review of the LER database was performed and there have been no LERs in the last
two years caused by a failure of the abandoned equipment program or a
misunderstanding caused by an inadequate design document.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

There is no component failure associated with this event

.
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